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V1.10 of Control Board. Addendum to AAA-1C documentation 

 

1.  Specifications 
 

Specifications of this version are the same as AAA-1C.  The only differences in electrical 

parameters are the addition of a second signal limiter in Control board. The new versions of 

Amplifier and Control boards  are compatible with all older models and they can be 

interchanged. The gain and phase response of all versions  are the same and they can be used 

in phased  array  connection.  

 
Maximal output voltage:  

 6V p-p  without limiter 

,4.2 V pp with limiter #1 

2.0 V pp with limiter #2. In this mode the output signal is attenuated with 3.6 dB compared  to the  

modes without limiter or with limiter #1.  

 

 The reason for the new modification is that on the market there are new SDR receivers 

which have limitations for maximal  input RF voltage. Read  http://active-

antenna.eu/application-notes/receiver-front-end-protection/ for additional explanations. 
 

2.  Amplifier Board  v. 7.01 
 

  Fig.1  

http://active-antenna.eu/application-notes/receiver-front-end-protection/
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There is a new PCB version of the amplifier board. The board is denoted on PCB as v.7.01. 

(Fig. 1) Connectors and control points are the same as AAA-1C. There  are minor 

modifications in PCB topology to ease the production. No changes in specifications. 

 

3. Control Board  V.1.10 
The picture of the Control board denoted as V. 1.10  is shown on Fig.2 and the schematics on 

Fig.6 .  The jumper position for different limiter modes are shown on Fig.3,4,5. “pp” means 

peak to peak voltage. 

 

 Fig.2 

 

   
Fig.3   Normal position, no limiters J110a 2-3 = ON,   J110b 2-3 = ON.   

 

 
 Fig.4  Limiter #1  limits to 4.2 V pp .  J108 =ON,   J110a 2-3 = ON,   J110b 2-3 = ON 

 

    
Fig.5  Limiter #2  limits to 2 V pp and 3.6 dB attenuation. J110a 1-2 = ON,  J110b 1-2 = ON.    
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 Fig.6 


